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Housing value is determined by a variety of factors, including the
structural features of the building and the quality of neighborhood
environment, which can affect the decision-making of potential
buyers. In general, the high-quality amenities can increase the market price.
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This project aims to evaluate how well the public facilities available
within walking distance affects housing prices in the city of Cambridge, MA, by analyzing the accessibility of four key facilities: public transportations, schools, health centers, and open spaces. By
measuring the walkable service areas for housing units located in
residential districts, we can identify which group of people affording the range of housing price have the most accessibility to these
services and facilities, and anticipate future development in areas
with compared few accesses to these services and facilities.
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To evaluate the walkability of facilities affecting housing price, I
processed the data by joining the sale price to residential parcels,
including single-family, multi-family and condominium from Cambridge open data in FY2016. I removed missing data or prices below US $10,000 which are far behind the real market price, and
classified the rest of parcel into four quartile price groups shown
on MAP1.
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TABLE1 RESIDENTIAL PARCELS WITHIN WALKSHEDS
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PARCEL PRICE GROUPS
A $10,001 - 150,000
B $150,001 - 450,000
C $450,001 - 900,000
D > $900,000

ZONING DISTRICTS
LOW DENSITY RESIDENCE
HIGH DENSITY RESIDENCE
BUSINESS
SPECIAL DIST.

WALKASHED

0
1
2
3
4
TOTAL
PARCELS

GROUP A
$10001-150000
293
31%
235
25%
352
37%
69
7%
2
0%
951

100%

GROUP B
$150001-450000
644
31%
530
26%
739
36%
141
7%
10
0%
2064

100%

GROUP C
$450001-900000
570
32%
455
25%
612
34%
142
8%
15
1%
1794

100%

GROUP D
> $900000
408
244
318
59
6
1035

39%
24%
31%
6%
1%
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As for spatial analysis, I conducted network analysis to define the 200, 400, and 800 meters
networks of MBTA stations, bus stops, public and private schools, health clinics, and hospitals on MAP2. 3. and 5. Because the open spaces showed on map are polygons, which are
unlike others, I created 400 meters radius buffers as green services area (MAP4). I then separately calculated how many parcels in each network, by using field calculator and summarize tool in the attribute table.
Afterwards, I used feature to raster tool to rasterize each network and reclassify each facility’s raster. The MAP6 showed the coverage of the facilities without open space. The 0 walkshed means that there is no facilities serving in gray area, and 4 walkshed means there are
4 different kinds of facilities serving in dark-purple area. By using the spatial join, I then created the TABLE1, showing how many parcels in each group are covered in the walksheds.

CONCLUSION
To my surprise, the results of analysis showed that the GROUP A, B and C generally have 2
facilities serving in the neighborhoods, which meant that the accessibility of these facilities
have less influence on housing prices in Cambridge. The houses more than US $900,000 are
mostly located in the surrounding of the Fresh Pond and Assembly Square. For people
affording such luxury housing do not take accessibility into account.
Moreover, each group appeared to have either 2 or 0 accesses to the facilities. In addition,
15 parcels in GROUP C are covered by 4 walkable facilities, which meant that GROUP is
more accessible than other groups. When looking into each category of facilities, I found
that GROUP B has the most accessible to MBTA stations; on the other hand, GROUP D has
the highest accessibility to hospitals. From above I safely concluded that each group still has
its own preference for different uses of facilities.

Future analysis should: (1) consider other market factors, such as groceries stores, restaurants, entertainments and libraries that also have effects on housing price in neighborhood
environment; (2) consider people living in luxury housing, and using car as main transportation tool that have less needs to live close to facilities such as MBTA stations; (3) regard
schools with higher education level as polygon; (4) take household income into consideration; (5) collect and cod as more integrity as lost data.
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